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Math Basics in Python



math and scipy Libraries

• The math library, a standard library of Python, provides some 
common mathematical functions; the numpy library, a 
numerical calculation and expansion library of Python, is 
mainly used to handle issues such as linear algebra, random 
number generation, and Fourier Transform; the scipy library 
is used to deal with issues such as statistics, optimization, 
interpolation, and bonus points.



ceil Implementation

• The value of ceil(x) is the minimum integer greater than or equal to x. If x is an integer, the returned value is 
x.



Cos Implementation

• The cos(x) parameter is the cosine of x, where x must be a radian (math.pi/4 is a radian, indicating an angle 
of 45 degrees).



Tan Implementation 

• The tan(x) parameter returns the tangent value of x (radian).



degrees Implementation

• The degrees(x) parameter converts x from a radian to an angle.



exp, fabs, and Factorial Implementations 

• The exp(x) parameter returns math.e, that is, the x power of 2.71828.

• The fabs(x) parameter returns the absolute value of x.

• The factorial(x) parameter is the factorial of x.



fsum and fmod Implementations 

• The fsum(iterable) summarizes each element in the iterator.

• The fmod(x, y) parameter obtains the remainder of x/y. The value is a floating-point number.



log and sqrt Implementations

• The log([x, base]) parameter returns the natural logarithm of x. By default, e is the base number. If the base
parameter is fixed, the logarithm of x is returned based on the given base. The calculation formula is 
log(x)/log(base).

• The sqrt(x) parameter indicates the square root of x.



pi, pow, trunc Implementations

• The pi parameter is a numeric constant, indicating the circular constant. 

• The pow(x, y) parameter returns the x to the yth power, that is, x**y.

• The trunc(x:Real) parameter returns the integer part of x.



Linear Algebra

• Linear algebra is a mathematical branch widely used in various engineering technical disciplines. 
Its concepts and conclusions can greatly simplify the derivation and expression of AI formulas. 
Linear algebra can simplify complex problems so that we can perform efficient mathematical 
operations.

• In the context of deep learning, linear algebra is a mathematical tool that provides a technique that 
helps us to operate arrays at the same time. Data structures like vectors and matrices can store 
numbers and rules for operations such as addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division.

• The numpy is a numerical processing module based on Python. It has powerful functions and 
advantages in processing matrix data. As linear algebra mainly processes matrices, this section is 
mainly based on the numpy. This section also uses the mathematical science library scipy to 
illustrate equation solution.



Tensor Implementation (1)  

• Generate a two-dimensional tensor whose elements are 0 and two dimensions are 3 and 4.



Tensor Implementation (2) 

• Generate a three-dimensional random tensor whose three dimensions are 2, 3, and 4 respectively.



Identity Matrix Implementation

• Identity matrix is a square array whose diagonal elements are all 1 and other elements are 0. 



reshape Operation (1)

• There is no ‘reshape’ operation in
mathematics, but it is a very common
operation in the operation libraries
such as the numpy and TensorFlow.
The reshape operation is used to
change the dimension number of a
tensor and size of each dimension.

• For example, a 10x10 image is
directly saved as a sequence
containing 100 elements. After the
system reads the image, you can
transform the image from 1x100 to
10x10 through the reshape operation.
The example is as follows:



reshape Operation (2)
# Convert the matrix x into a two-dimensional matrix, 
where the first dimension of the matrix is 1.



Transposition Implementation (1)

• The transposition of vectors and matrices is exchanging the row and column. For the transposition of the 
tensors in three dimensions and above, you need to specify the transposition dimension.



Transposition Implementation (2)



Transposition Implementation (3)



Matrix Multiplication

• To multiply the matrix A and matrix B, the column quantity of A must be equal to the row quantity of B.



Matrix Corresponding Operation

• Matrix corresponding operations are operations for tensors of the same shape and size. For example, adding, 
subtracting, multiplying, and dividing the elements with the same position in two tensors. 



Inverse Matrix Implementation

• Inverse matrix implementation is applicable only to square matrices.



Eigenvalue and Eigenvector

• Obtain the eigenvalue and eigenvector of a matrix. 



Determinant

• Obtain the determinant of a matrix. 



Singular Value Decomposition (1)

• Create a matrix and perform singular value decomposition on the matrix.



Singular Value Decomposition (2)



Linear Equation Solving

• Solving a linear equation is simple because it requires only one function (scipy.linalg.solve).

• An example is finding the solution of the following system of non-homogeneous linear equations:


